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The UTAH-100/UDS-32AA provides a cost-effective way to add analog audio routing 
capabilities to a larger routing system while maintaining full compatibility with the Utah 
Scientific family of digital video and digital audio routers, system controllers, and control 
panels.

The UDS-32AA’s ability to handle analog audio signals in either mono or stereo modes offers 
users a uniquely flexible means to integrate analog audio routing into a wide variety of 
applications , including master control, where smaller matrix sizes are often required.

The UDS-32AA offers dual 32x32 matrices based on an 8x8 modular architecture. Each block 
of eight inputs or eight outputs is fed through a 25-pin D-Connector for connection to external 
devices. Breakout cables, breakout panels, and a simple rear-mounting breakout adapter are 
all available to simplify installation of the router.

Two of the 32x32 matrix blocks are installed in one 2RU frame and can be controlled 
independently, providing simplicity of operation and flexibility in multi-channel applications.

The UDS-32AA router is connected to the Utah Scientific router control system by means 
of the control system’s MX-Bus. The UDS-32AA is compatible with all of the Utah Scientific 
system controllers from the basic SC-40 to the full-featured SC-4 which is the heart of some of 
the world’s largest mission-critical signal routing systems.

Features
 � Compact 2RU package
 � 32x32 Stereo or Dual 32x32 Mono operation
 � MX-Bus connection to router control system
 � External power supply with optional redundancy
 � D-connector for each block of 8 inputs/outputs
 � Optional breakout panels for easy wiring
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Signal Specifications

UDS-32AA TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

± 0.05 dB   20Hz to 20kHz  (-3 dB point = 200kHz)
+23 dBu
200KΩ
20Ω
.05% / .05%    @24dBu, 20Hz to 20kHz

Power 

-85dBu  20Hz to 15kHz
-90 dB  @20KHz
± 0.05 dB
70 dB @50/60hz
10Vp-p (DC plus peak AC)
± 65mV

Physical / Environmental

Frequency Response:  
Max. input level: 
Input Impedance: 
Output Impedance: 
THD / IMD: 
Hum and noise:  
Crosstalk:  
Gain Uniformity:  
CMR:  
Common Mode voltage:  
DC on output:  

AC power consumption:  
Voltage:  
Redundancy:  

Specifi cations are subject to change without notice.

Width:  
Height:  
Depth:  
Weight:  
Operational temperature range:  
Operational humidity range:  

50W Max.
90-240VAC 50/60 Hz external universal power supply
Dual redundant power supplies (optional)

19” rack mount (480mm)
2 RU (3.5” / 89mm) 
3.4” (85mm)
5 lb (2.25kg)
0-90 degrees F (10-40 degrees C)
0-90% (non condensing)
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Utah Scientific
Via F.lli Bandiera 52
20843 Verano Brianza (MB)
Italy
Phone: +39 0362 805778

Utah Scienti ic
4750 Wiley Post Way, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84116, USA 
Phone: 801.575.8801
U.S. and Canada Toll Free: 800.453.8782

Specifications are subject to change without notice 10-year limited hardware warranty


